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Problems With Numerical Translation In Uzbek 
And English 

 
Mavlyanova Umida Khodjakbarovna 

 
Abstract: This article discusses numerical word category, with some of the key features of this series being compared in Uzbek and English. An attempt 
is also made to reveal the approximate numerical value used in English and the sum of its meanings.  The metatype of the case was a small number of 
words, namely, an odd number, an approximate number, or an integer. This article can be used extensively in the course of comparative typology of the 

language and native language studied, or in lessons or seminars on certain sections of lexicology.     
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INTRODUCTION 
One of the most important tasks of modern linguistics is the 
comparative study of language systems. The main 
attraction here is the comparison of phrases that serve as 
primary categories. Although theoretically this issue has 
been studied, there are few practical comparisons in the 
context of the modern synchronous position of two or more 
specific languages. The numerical category has been 
developed extensively in linguistics. The scientific works of 
A.B. Suprun [1], V.I. Arinstein [2], Sh.Shoabdurakhmonov, 
M.Askarova, A.Khojiev, I.Rasulov, X. Doniyorov [3] are 
extensively used to cover this issue. At the same time, the 
publications of S.A. Jabotinskaya [4], S.A. Shvachko [5], 
J.B. Boronov [6]., E.M. Fayzullaeva [7]are widely involved in 
research. The purpose of the article is to highlight the 
relevance of comparative-typological study of various 
language systems, including the comparative study of 
English and Uzbek languages, and the teaching of English 
in the Uzbek audience.  They consist of ways to show the 
categorical semantics of numbers in the two languages 
being compared, to reveal the similarities and differences in 
the classification of the numbers, and to represent the 
numbers in other languages. An attempt is also made to 
reveal the approximate numerical value used in English and 
the sum of its meanings. The theoretical significance of the 
work is very important in comparative-typological study of 
the Uzbek and English languages.   

 

MATERIAL AND METHODS 
The main research methods are comparative-typological 
analysis of materials. Methods of modeling, elements of 
transformational methods were used in determining 
methods of representing approximate and cumulative 
number categories. Lexical units of numbers were used as 
material for the article. They are derived from various 
English explanatory dictionaries, bilingual dictionaries, 
Uzbek-language dictionaries, and English and Uzbek prose, 
poetry and newspapers. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

THE MAIN RESULTS AND FINDINGS 
Many aspects of the number word series have been studied 
by scientists and linguists. Their features are studied in a 
number of textbooks, books and scientific works in Russian, 
English and Uzbek. From the point of view of translation it is 
also rich in interesting facts and requires exploration. 
Numbers also have some difficulties in translation. Of 
course, numbers are important for language learners, even 
though they are not significant, but a student or learner who 
compares English and Uzbek may not notice the difference 
between them. However, we can see that the English 
language numbers are significantly different from the Uzbek 
ones. For the translator's work, a thorough study of them 
will be useful. The problem with translation of numerical 
words usually causes problems for translators. At the same 
time, Minyar-Beloruchev [8], who worked in the field of 
translation methodology of numerical words, also proves 
that the translation of numerical words has specific 
difficulties and advises to work hard. Montanell: came in 
with the sergeant and three guards. (E.L.Voynich). The 
distinction between the Uzbek count and the English count 
is that in the syntactic "count from noun to noun", nouns 
maintain the number of units, for example: two thousand 
swords, one hundred fares, seven balls, and the semantics 
of the number represent the numerical characteristics of the 
subject [9]. In English, however, the opposite is true - in 
such compounds the noun requires a plural form: three 
quards. Here is a typological difference between the 
distribution of two markers in one category, namely the 
plural morpheme in Uzbek and the number mutually 
rejecting each other [10]. The count shows the total number 
of subjects. In this case, the form in the Uzbek language is 
envisaged without affixes. Such numbers are used in 
numerical words. The numbers can be used to denote the 
number of units and the number of distributions. There are 
no differences between the numbers two and three, and 
two and three numbers, that is, the numbers, represent the 
exact number of objects. The meaning of number and 
distribution is an additional sign of these meanings. 
Compare the following examples: The Chairman 
slaughtered one calf and one sheep (S. Ahmad). If we add 
the affix – ―ta‖ in the above example to the number of 
unchecked numbers, we can see that the exact meaning 
does not change. Therefore, it is advisable to study the 
numbers labeled in the numbers. Analysis of the actual 
material shows that the numbers are used anologically in 
comparable languages. In English, the use of marking and 
unmarked numeric forms can be used to express numerical 
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numbers in Uzbek, for example: You must have two good 
horses and a cart. Bir arava-yu ikkita yaxshi ot kerak. (E. 
L.Voinich) . The syntactic meanings of the numbers are as 
follows: а) in the prepositive combination with the detector; 
b) with the attribution and predicate function of the sentence; 
c) Substance is easily transferred to another lexico-
grammatical classification of words, that is, the function of 
the sentence changes; d) The Uzbek language was later 
used as a condition, the consensus quickly becomes 
paradigmatic, and so on. Count numbers are used in their 
original way, for example: ―The house has been standing 
here for thirty years‖ - ―Uy bu yerda o’ttiz yildan beri turibdi‖. 
In this example, counting causes no problems with the 
translation. Let's take the following statement in Uzbek: 
Mening do’stim uchinchi xonada o’tiribdi. In the first glance, 
the word ―uchinchi‖ in this sentence is English‖, We have to 
translate as following: ―Му friend is standing in the third 
room‖. But when using the house, books, trams, lessons, 
etc., the numbers are used and put before the noun. In 
Uzbek, this number is given. In summary, the correct 
translation of the sentence above is as follows: My friend is 
sitting room No.3  Compare: Flat six – oltinchi xonada, Bus 
(number) forty one - 41-avtobus. In such cases, the word 
(number) may be dropped. Here is another example: 
Uchinchi betdagi mashqni toping. This statement is based 
on the above analysis: ―Open the exercise on page 10‖. 
However, there are also translations that sometimes lead to 
misunderstandings: ―Open the exercise on page 10‖. 
Consider another aspect. If the names of people are used 
with a number, the inscription uses the Roman number after 
the person's name, but the number is read as a number.: 
One of the kings of England was Henry V (Henry the fifth). 
This is not a problem in translation because it is available in 
English and Uzbek: One of the kings of England was Henry 
V (Henry the Fifth).    Sequence number means ―other‖, 
―next‖, ―this time‖ except the order number of the second - 
second subject. Example: After that Muqaddas didn't go to 
this house again. (O.Yakubov). The sequences, which are 
linked by time-specific words, indicate the exact time (form). 
The ordinal numbers are approximately the approximate 
predictors of the sequence of the subject using about. 
Sequential numbers can be combined with nouns, numbers, 
verbs, repetitive expressions, auxiliary verbs, and in English 
with an articulation. Like quality, order plays a key 
determinant in number sentences. When making nouns, 
they perform the same syntactic tasks that nouns do. The 
analysis in factual materials shows that in both languages, 
the order is a separate number of numbers, that is, a 
numerical order that expresses a finite number, rather than 
an abstract number, but a sequence of subjects. Order 
numbers denote the order or location of the item, hence its 
nature. Consider the following situation.:   ―Beshinchi 
aprelda biz kinoga boramiz‖.   

We’ll go to the cinema on the five April. 
Now compare with the correct option:   
We’ll go to the cinema on the fifth of April.   
Chronological dates are self-written or read, 

compare: May 1st, 1998 – May the first, ninety eight. 2nd 
September, 1984 -  The second of September, nineteen 
eight four. Mening yaqin do’stim 1974 chi yilda tavallud 
topgan. An inexperienced translator can translate it as 
follows:  

My My close friend was born in the 1974.  

 Now let's compare the right option:  
My close friend was born in  1974.  
When it comes to the translation of numbers, there 

are no numbers in English. In the Uzbek language there are 
such numbers, which are made in morphological and 
syntactic ways. For example, yigirmatacha, beshtacha, ikki-
uchta and so on. In English, you can use the word ―about‖ 
before the number, or ―or‖ suffix between two numbers to 
indicate the approximate numbers. For example, about five, 
two or three. 

 Now consider the following: ―Mening 100tacha 
kitobim bor‖ – Incorrect translation:   I have one hundered 
books.  It should actually be in line with the above rule:  

I have about a hundered books  . 
Here is another example: Bu yerda yuz qopcha bor.  

Incorrect version: There are hundred of bags of flour. The 
correct translation: There are about a hundred bags of flour.   

We will give another example to better understand: 
Mening ixtiyorimda 10 minutcha vaqt bor. Note the 
translation:  

I have about a ten minute at my disposal.         
In this translation, the article ―a‖ is used before the noun, in 
the translation with ambiguity ―a‖ - it gives a lot of 
vocabulary and is a misuse. The original translation does 
not contain this article:   I have about ten minutes at my 
disposal.  
 

DISCUSSIONS 
These assumptions just mentioned were just a drop from 
the ocean. If you look closely, you can see that the Uzbek 
and English numbers have both ―similarity‖ and 
―differences‖. Of course, as noted, the morphological 
structure of numbers also varies. Understanding this 
difference can now be a bit difficult for those who are 
learning English. But students whose specialty is English 
should remember these rules. However, Uzbek students do 
not use the "and" tie, which is used in two or more 
compound numbers, but in English this link is used. For 
example, ―bir yuz bir‖ in Uzbek (101) – one hundred and 
one in English.  In Uzbek, there are three types of numbers: 
count, decimal, and cumulative [11] In English, however, 
there are two types: the cumulative number is not in English. 
We know that there are 2 categories in the numbers in the 
Uzbek language, namely pieces (one, two) and assumption 
(ten, twenty). There are differences in the numbers and 
order in English and Uzbek that some of most students are 
not aware of them. For example: Men 10chi xonadanman - I 
am in room ten. Some students translate this statement as 
follows: ―I am in the tenth‖. Also, there are many examples, 
for instance,  Petr bir – Peter the first, but sometimes they 
mistakenly translate as Peter one. Such cases are very 
common during the translation of the questionnaire. 
English-language numbers are very difficult for Uzbek 
students, because the Uzbek decimal numbers are very 
different. For example: 3,05 – three point (оu) five. However, 
in Uzbek it is read as three out of five hundred. Each 
number is read separately in English. The comma is read 
as ―point‖, and in Uzbek it is taken as a whole, and not 
every number is read separately. Because of these 
difficulties, Uzbek students make mistakes when speaking 
English. Now, when we look at the numbers, as we said 
earlier, this species is not in English. Several words are 
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made with the addition of ―ov‖, ―ala‖ suffixes, but is used in conjunction with some constructs in English. 
 
 
 
 
The number category in the comparative languages is a two-member opposition system - singularity and plurality. 

 English Uzbek 

House – houses Uy-uylar 

Woman – women Xotin-xotinlar 

Room – rooms Xona-xonalar 

 
In English and Uzbek, the singular form is represented by a 
zero (0) morpheme. As an exception we can get a number 
of nounes that come into English from Latin and Greek: 
Datum, crisis, bacterium. phenomenon. In Uzbek, both 
cases are made identical. For example: Kitob qani? -Where 
is the book? Or Bugun kitob sotib oldim -Today I have 
bought a book (books). In the first sentence, it denotes the 
uniform, in the second sentence it does not represent any 
number. This can be proved by asking: ―Have you bought a 
book or not?‖ or ―Did you buy one or man?‖ If the first 
sentence had a number of books, we would not have asked 
it in the second sentence. The plural form of nouns in 
English is made as follows:  1) for example, as a result of 
the addition of the following affixes: а) ―е(s)‖ ’s -[s], [z], [is] 
three phonetic allomorphs: bоок, реn, hоusеs; b) ―еn‖: охеn 
c) -а: mеmоrаnda г) ―еi‖: piсlеi d) ―ае‖: formulae e) -i: stimuli  

2) change of vowels: man -men, goose - geese, foot - feet, 
woman - women. 3)   -еn – suffix and vowel change: сhild – 
children. When accents are added to plural suffixes, no 
changes occur, only in certain nouns, ending with the 
morphological changes occur such as ―f‖ and ―th‖. shelf – 
shelf, knife – knife, bath – baths, path – paths.  Among the 
plural forms - (e) s suffix is productive, others are non-
productive.In the Uzbek language, a plural form of nouns is 
created by the addition of ―lar (s)‖ to the core, and the 
emphasis is on the last syllable: bola-bolalar (child- children, 
kitob-kitoblar (book-books), film-filmlar (film-films). In 
English, when creating a plural form of nouns, one common 
form for numbers and compromises is made by the suffix (e) 
s, while other nouns have special plural forms for them. For 
example: 

 
 
Girl’s school; men’s children’s home. In English, the plural nouns are formed at the end of the first word.  

Singular      Plural   

Brother – in –law    brothers – in – law   

Editor – in – chief editors – in – chief   

Looker – on lookers – on   

 
The plural form is put at the end of the joint nouns in Uzbek and English [12].  In some English nouns, no morpheme is 

imposed, even if it is a singular or plural: 
Singular      Plural   

One fish ten fish 

One sheep two sheep   

two sheep   twenty swine   

One trout  two trout 

 
Here's a look at the use of abstract nouns in English and Uzbek: information, advice, business, news, work, progress 

are used only in singular form. Uzbek nouns are used in both forms [13]: 
In English: 

Singular   Plural   

Information No plural form 

Advice No plural form 

Business No plural form 

In Uzbek: 
Singular   Plural   

Axborot  Axborotlar  

Maslahat Maslahatlar 

Ish Ishlar 

 
In Uzbek, singular items are often made in plural form, even 
if it means one thing or a person: Qalam, ruchka, portfellar 
oldim (I got pens, notebooks, briefcases). Erkin, Shavkat 
and Hakimlar jonab ketishdi (Erkin, Shavkat and Hakimlar 
left). Determining the ways in which society is expressed is 
of both theoretical and practical implications for the study of 
the structures of meaning that reveal their differences and 
peculiarities. 

 

CONCLUSION 

At the present stage of development of the Uzbek language, 
many nouns that have no common sense are used in a 
general sense in such a contextual situational way, 
because of the different needs. For example, when thinking 
about the plural expression in Turkic languages, nouns 
such as cows, lions, eyes, ears, boots, mosquitoes, and 
apples are thought to represent plural (without ―s‖ addition). 
There are plural, general terms in terms of such words as 
bread, snow, cloud, fog, and gasoline, which have nothing 
to do with totality but they have plural meanings. When this 
approach is taken, all the related nouns in the language will 
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be related to the common words. Over time, the number of 
words that characterize such a society are out of use 
because of social reasons such as ―aba‖ (avlod-ajdod, 
forefather, ancestor), abir (nice things), alqu (everybody, аll, 
whole), budun (реорlе, men), kull (еуеrybody, whole, all), 
mardum (people, mеn). Later, Russian words came into the 
Uzbek language such as army, ensemble, battalion, 
brigade, garrison, group, delegation, division, jury, board, 
troupe, fauna, flora, crew.   In the modern Uzbek language 
there are such words that they refer not only to the whole or 
to the whole meaning, but to the general meaning with 
certain meanings or meanings. Thus, in translating 
numerical words from Uzbek into English or from English 
into Uzbek, it is necessary to pay attention to certain rules. 
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